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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes an adaptation control algorithm for a
stereophonic acoustic echo canceller without pre-processing
which can identify the correct echo-paths. A convergence
detection and an adaptive step-size are introduced into the
partial update algorithm which have an unique solution by
dividing the filter coefficients. The modification amount
of the filter coefficients detects the convergence and also
determines the step-size. By using the adaptive step-size,
the time-averaging of the filter coefficients required for the
conventional algorithm is not necessary. Faster conver-
gence is achieved by convergence detection.

あらまし

前処理を用いずにエコーパスを同定できるステレオエ
コーキャンセラのための学習制御アルゴリズムを提案
する。フィルタ係数を分割することで解が一意に定まる
分割学習方式において、フィルタ係数収束の自動判定と
可変ステップサイズを用いる。フィルタ係数の修正量が
収束したら係数が収束したと判定する。また、フィルタ
係数の修正量に応じたステップサイズを使用する。可変
ステップサイズの導入により、従来法で必要だったフィ
ルタ係数の時間平均が不要になる。係数収束の自動判定
により、収束速度を高速化できる。

1 Introduction

Echo cancellers are used to reduce echoes in a wide range
of applications, such as TV conference systems and hands-
free telephones. To realistic TV conferencing, multi-channel
audio, at least stereophonic, is essential. For stereophonic
teleconferencing, stereophonic acoustic echo cancellers (SAEC’s)
[1–4] have been studied.

SAEC’s have a fundamental problem in which their fil-
ter coefficients cannot have an unique solution [1]. Though
SAEC’s with pre-processing [2, 3] are good candidates for
solving this problem, audible sound distortion caused by
the pre-processing arises.
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Figure 1: Teleconferencing using SAEC

A stereophonic acoustic echo canceller without pre-processing
[5] has been proposed. Though this SAEC can identify the
correct echo-paths without sound distortion, its adaptation
control and convergence speed makes it difficult to apply
this SAEC for real systems.

This paper proposes an adaptation control algorithm for
a stereophonic acoustic echo canceller without pre-processing.
Section 2 reviews the SAEC and its fundamental problem,
followed by the SAEC without pre-processing. The im-
proved adaptation control is prposed in Section 4. Com-
puter simulation results show the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm.

2 Stereophonic Acoustic Echo Can-
celler and Uniqueness Problem

Figure 1 shows a teleconferencing using an SAEC. This
echo canceller consists of four adaptive filters correspond-
ing to four echo paths from two loudspeakers to two micro-
phones. Each adaptive filter estimates the corresponding
echo path.

The far-end signal xi(n) in the i-th channel at time in-
dex n is generated from a talker speech s(n) by passing
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room A impulse response gi from the talker to the i-th mi-
crophone. xi(n) passes an echo path hi;j from the i-th
loudspeaker to the j-th microphone and become an echo
dj(n). Similarly, adaptive filterswi;j(n) generates an echo
replica yj(n). wi;j(n) is so updated as to reduce the resid-
ual echo ej(n)

SAEC’s have a fundamental problem in which their fil-
ter coefficients cannot have an unique solution [1]. SAEC’s
may have infinite number of solutions other than the opti-
mum solution wi;j(n) = hi;j.

Further analyses show that SAEC’s may have unique
and optimum solution when NW < NA is satisfied [6, 7].
For echo cancellation performance, NB < NW is prefer-
able. Therefore, if NB < NW < NA, SAEC in room B
achieves both perfect echo cancellation and optimum so-
lution. Such a condition, however, cannot be satisfied for
SAEC’s in both room A and B.

3 Correct Echo-Path Identification by
Partical Updates [5]

3.1 Algorithm

In order to satisfy the uniqueness condition for both SAEC’s
in room A and room B, the number of taps for SAECNW is
so chosen as to satisfy NW =2 < NA < NW and NW =2 <
NB < NW . If the size of both rooms are similar, which is
usual case, such NW may exist. In adaptation, NW =2 taps
are updated at a time; thus the effective number of taps for
SAEC NW =2 is smaller than the impulse response length
in the far-end room NA. To avoid the performance degra-
dation caused by the tap shortage, another NW =2 taps will
also update at the other time.

The filter coefficient vector wi;j(n) is divided into two
sub-vectors wi;j;f(n) andwi;j;b(n) show by

wi;j;f(n) = [wi;j;0(n); � � � ; wi;j;NW=2�1(n)]
T (1)

wi;j;b(n) = [wi;j;NW=2(n); � � � ; wi;j;NW�1(n)]
T
: (2)

In the first stage, wi;j;f (n) is updated while wi;j;b(n) is
fixed. This stage is repeated until wi;j;f (n) converges. As
the second stage, wi;j;b(n) is updated while wi;j;f(n) is
fixed. This stage is also repeated untilwi;j;b(n) converges.
These two stages are repeated one after another.

3.2 Convergence Analysis

Convergence of the averaged filter coefficients has been an-
alyzed. The far-end signal on i-th channel xi(n) is derived
as

xi(n) = g
T
i s(n) (3)

where the talker speech vector s(n) and the impulse re-
sponse vector gi are defined by

gi = [gi;0; gi;1; � � � ; gi;NA�1]
T (4)

s(n) = [s(n); � � � ; s(n�NA + 1)]T : (5)

[]T denotes the transpose of []. The echo dj(n) and the echo
replica yj(n) is calculated as

dj(n) =
2X
i=1

fh
T
i;j;fxi;f (n) + h

T
i;j;bxi;b(n �NW )g (6)

yj(n) =
2X
i=1

fw
T
i;j;f(n)xi;f (n) +w

T
i;j;b(n)xi;b(n)g: (7)

hi;j;f , hi;j;b, xi;f (n) and xi;b(n), are defined as
hi;j;f = [hi;j;0; � � � ; hi;j;NW=2�1]

T (8)

hi;j;b = [hi;j;NW=2; � � � ; hi;j;NW ]T (9)

xi;f (n) = [xi(n); � � � ; xi(n� NW =2 + 1)]T (10)

xi;b(n) = [xi(n� NW =2); � � � ; xi(n�NW )]T ;(11)

which are sub-vectors of hi;j and xj(n).
By using (3), the residual echo ej(n) is calculated by

ej(n) =
2X
i=1

fhi;j;f �wi;j;f (n)g
T
Gi;fsf (n)

+
2X
i=1

fhi;j;b �wi;j;b(0)g
T
Gi;bsb(n): (12)

sf (n); sb(n� NW ) is defined by

si;f (n) = [si(n); � � � ; si(n� NW =2�NA + 1)] (13)

si;b(n) = [si(n� NW =2); � � � ; si(n� NW � NA + 1)]: (14)

Gi is a matrix defined by (15), which contains gi and per-
forms convolution between si(n) and gi. By introducing
vectors and matrices defined by

df (n) =

�
h1;j;f �w1;j;f(n)
h2;j;f �w2;j;f(n)

�
(16)

db(n) =

�
h1;j;b �w1;j;b(n)
h2;j;b �w2;j;b(n)

�
(17)

Gf =

�
G1;f

G2;f

�
(18)

Gb =

�
G1;b

G2;b

�
; (19)

simplified result for ej(n), i.e.,

ej(n) = d
T
f (n)Gfsf (n) + d

T
b (0)Gbsb(n) (20)

is derived.
Taking an ensemble average of ej(n) leads us to

E[e2i (n)] = E[ei(n)e
T
i (n)]

= d
T
f (n)Qfdf (n) + d

T
b (0)Qbdb(0)

+ 2dTf (n)Qfbdb(0) (21)

where

Rf = sf (n)sTf (n) (22)
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p = f or b

Rfb = sf (n)sTb (n) (23)

Rb = sb(n)sTb (n) (24)

Qf = GfRfG
T
f (25)

Qfb = GfRfbG
T
b (26)

Qb = GbRbG
T
b (27)

and df (n) denotes an average of df (n). From

@ e
2
j (n)

@df (n)
= 2Qfdf (n) + 2Qfbdb(0) = 0; (28)

the averaged filter coefficient error d�f which minimizes
E[e2j(n)] is determined as

d
�

f = �Q
�1
f Qfbdb(0): (29)

Therefore, the filter coefficients will converge on
�
w1;j;f (1)

w2;j;f (1)

�

=

�
h1;j;f

h2;j;f

�
+Q�1

f Qfb

�
h1;j;b�w1;j;b(0)
h2;j;b�w2;j;b(0)

�
:

(30)

The first term in the right hand side is the optimum solution.
The second term is the error caused by the tap shortage.

By repeating updates of wi;j;f(n) and wi;j;b(n), the

coefficient error vectors d(m)

f and d(m)

b after m-th iteration
becomes

d
(m+1)

f = Kfd
(m)

b (31)

d
(m+1)

b = Kbd
(m)

f (32)

where
Kf = Q

�1
f Qfb (33)

Kb = Q
�1
b Q

T
fb: (34)

Solving (31) and (32) results in

d
(m)

f = �Kf (KbKf )
(m�1)

d
(0)

b (35)

d
(m)

b = (I � (KbKf )
m)d

(0)

b : (36)

If the maximum absolute eigenvalue of KbKf is less than
1, the filter coefficients converge at the optimum value.

3.3 Problems on Adaptation Control

In the conventional algorithm, the adaptation control is a
difficult problem. For converge at the optimum value, each
stage should be terminated when the filter coefficients con-
verge. This causes two problems: selection of the switch-
ing interval between two stages and a random walk around
the convergence value.

A long switching interval is used because a time in-
terval toward convergence is not known a priori. A long
switching interval causes slow convergence. To avoid an
influence of a random walk around the convergence value
on the performance, an time averaging of the filter coef-
ficients is used. Otherwise, a small step-size should be
used. The averaging increases the computational cost while
a small step-size causes slow convergence.

4 Proposed Adaptation Control

An adaptive step-size and a convergence detection are in-
troduced for fast convergence with a small computational
cost. The adaptive step-size and the convergence detec-
tion are carried out based on the coefficient modification
amount defined by

D(m) =

P2
i=1 kwi;j;p(mK) �wi;j;p((m � 1)K)k2P2

i=1 kwi;j;p(mK)k2

(37)
where p is either f or b. To avoid the increase of the com-
putational cost, (37) is calculated once in a K iterations.
Coefficient adaptation is stopped when (37) is calculated.

The filter coefficients are considered to be converged if
D(m� 1) < D(m) is satisfied. The step-size is controlled
by

�(m) = �max

�
D(m)

Dmax

�1=4

(38)

where Dmax is a maximum value of D(m) in a same stage.
Usually, D(1) is used as a Dmax. �(n) is used within
mK < n < (m+ 1)K.

The overview of the adaptation control is as follows:

1. Update filter coefficients with �(0) = �max for first
K iterations.

2. calculate D(1). Dmax = D(1).



Table 1: Simulation Conditions

Parameters

NA, NB , NW 64
Fixed switching interval 20000

Averaging interval 10000
K 5000

Adaptation algorithm NLMS
Fixed step-size 1.0

�max 1.0
Far-end talker signal s(n) White Gaussian

Additive noise None

Table 2: Adaptation Control Methods

Name Step-size Interval Averaging

Proposed Adaptive Adaptive No
Conventional Fixed Fixed Yes
Reference 1 Adaptive Adaptive Yes
Reference 2 Fixed Adaptive Yes
Reference 3 Fixed Adaptive No

3. Update filter coefficients with �(m) by (38) for next
K iterations.

4. calculate D(m).

5. IfD(m�1) < D(m), then proceed to the next stage.

6. If Dmax < D(m), then Dmax = D(m).

7. Goto 3.

5 Computer Simulations

Simulations have been carried out to show the performance
of the proposed algorithm. Table 1 depicts the simulation
conditions. All room impulse responses, gi and hi;j, are
64-tap FIR filters. In this case, SAEC’s do not have an
unique solution. Adaptive filters are 64-tap FIR filters. As
an adaptation algorithm, Normalized Least Mean Squares
(NLMS) algorithm [8] is used. Adaptation control meth-
ods are compared by Tab. 2. To show the effect of the
adaptive step-size and averaging, several combinations are
compared in addition to the proposed method.

Figure 2 compares the normalized coefficient error (NCE)
defined by

NCE(n) =

P2
i=1 kwi;j(n) � hi;jk2P2

i=1 khi;jk
2

: (39)

The proposed algorithm converges to -20dB of NCE al-
most 10 times faster than the conventional algorithm. Since
the convergence characteristics of the proposed algorithm
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Figure 2: Normalized Coefficient Error

is almost same as “Reference 1,” the averaging is not re-
quired. Comparison of the proposed algorithm with “Ref-
erence 2” and “Reference 3” shows the advantage of the
adaptive step-size. Without the adaptive step-size, the NCE
becomes large even if the averaging is used.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposes an adaptation control algorithm for a
stereophonic acoustic echo canceller without pre-processing
which can identify the correct echo-paths. A convergence
detection and an adaptive step-size based on the modifica-
tion amount of the filter coefficients are introduced. Simu-
lation results show the faster convergence and smaller co-
efficient error.
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